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ENTERED 
 
 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 

OF OREGON 

UE 420 
 

In the Matter of 
 

PACIFICORP, dba PACIFIC POWER, ORDER 
 

 2024 Transition Adjustment Mechanism  
 
DISPOSITION: STIPULATION ADOPTED; RECOVERY OF CERTAIN COSTS 

DENIED 
 

I. SUMMARY 
 
In this order, we adopt a contested Stipulation that resolves most issues among the parties 
regarding PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power’s 2024 Transition Adjustment Mechanism. We 
adopt the parties’ agreement to decrease PacifiCorp’s filed TAM by $18.8 million, 
$5.5 million of which is attributable to removal of costs attributable to the Ozone 
Transport Rule and $13 million of which is an unspecified black box reduction. We are 
not persuaded by arguments opposing the Stipulation and find that this falls within the 
range of just and reasonable rates. 

 
In addition, two contested issues remained that were not covered by the Stipulation— 
costs related to compliance with the Washington Climate Commitment Act (CCA) and 
certain coal issues raised by Sierra Club. We disallow the Washington CCA costs as a 
state-specific initiative that is properly allocated to Washington under PacifiCorp’s Multi- 
State Process. We do not order any adjustments related to Sierra Club’s coal issues. 

 
II. BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

 
On April 3, 2023, PacifiCorp filed its 2024 Transition Adjustment Mechanism and 
associated documents. PacifiCorp stated that its proposed change in net power costs 
would affect approximately 652,000 customers and result in an overall annual increase of 
approximately $163.8 million or 9.5 percent. Residential customers using 900 kilowatt- 
hours would see an average monthly bill increase of $9.58 per month were the change to 
go into effect. The Company states that there are four main drivers of the increase: 
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1) Power, natural gas, and coal prices for calendar year 2023 have increased by an 
average of 31 percent, 20 percent, and 12 percent respectively. 

2) The TAM now includes the impact of the Washington Cap and Invest program 
and the Ozone Transport Rule. 

3) The hedges in the 2023 TAM were favorable to the current calendar year 
2023 prices from the official forward price curve used in this filing. 

4) The calendar year 2023 Oregon load projections used to calculate the 2023 TAM 
net power costs were substantially lower than the current calendar year 2023 load 
projections.1 

Numerous parties intervened in this proceeding, namely the Alliance of Western Energy 
Consumers (AWEC), Calpine Solutions, LLC, the Klamath Water Users Association 
(KWUA), the Oregon Citizens’ Utility Board (CUB), Sierra Club, and Vitesse. The 
intervenors in this proceeding, as well as Staff of the Oregon Public Utility Commission, 
filed their opening testimony on June 23, 2023. PacifiCorp filed its reply testimony on 
July 24, 2023; rebuttal testimony was filed on August 16, 2023; and PacifiCorp’s 
surrebuttal was filed on August 30, 2023. 

 
On September 7, 2023, prior to the start of the evidentiary hearing in this proceeding, the 
parties informed the Administrative Law Judge that a number of parties had reached a 
Partial Stipulation covering most, but not all, of the issues in the case. The parties then 
proceeded to have an abbreviated evidentiary hearing on September 7, 2023, and 
September 8, 2023, while scheduling an additional evidentiary hearing on the opposed 
Partial Stipulation. PacifiCorp filed the Partial Stipulation as well as a supporting brief on 
September 12, 2023. 

 
III. THE STIPULATION 

 
The Stipulation resolves all issues in the proceeding except: (1) the coal modeling issues 
raised by Sierra Club; and (2) issues related to compliance with the Washington Climate 
Commitment Act. It was joined by PacifiCorp, Staff, CUB, Calpine, KWUA, and 
Vitesse. Sierra Club and AWEC did not join the Stipulation and AWEC opposes it. 

 
The Stipulation agrees to an $18.5 million decrease to net power costs on an Oregon- 
allocated basis. Of the decrease, $5.5 million is attributable to removal of costs related to 
compliance with the Ozone Transport Rule. The remaining $13 million is an unspecified 
black box reduction. This results in a baseline net power costs of $703.6 million Oregon- 
allocated, and an overall rate increase of $112.3 million, subject to the final update. That 
is a 6.5 percent increase, down from 9.5 percent in the initial filing. 

 
 
 
 

1 PAC/100, Mitchell/7-8 
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In the Stipulation, PacifiCorp agrees to hold workshops to discuss the modeling, inputs, 
and forecasting of the following topics, including how these topics are modeled in 
Aurora: 

 
a. Coal contracting; 
b. Coal dispatch; 
c. Day-ahead and Real-time (DA/RT) Adjustment; 
d. Wind forecasting; 
e. Short-term transmission; and 
f. Extended Day-Ahead Market/EIM. 

 
It also agrees to provide certain information in the 2023 Power Cost Adjustment 
Mechanism (PCAM) regarding the operation of PacifiCorp’s coal facilities. In particular, 
PacifiCorp will provide information regarding the forecasted and actual generation per 
plant, coal consumed per plant, and price of coal consumed for the month at each plant. It 
will also provide an explanation for variances in forecasted generation greater than 
10 percent from the forecast on a monthly and annual basis. 

 
The Stipulation also provides that if the combined January 1, 2024, rate increases from 
the 2024 TAM, 2022 PCAM, and any other rate change exceeds 15 percent, PacifiCorp 
will seek to delay the rate effective date of revised Schedule 206, the PCAM tariff, until 
April 1, 2024. 

 
The Stipulation addresses the DA/RT adjustment in calculating the transition charge, 
stating that PacifiCorp will apply the adjustment for market prices used for valuing 
changes in generation for months when the net change in the Company’s generation is a 
reduction of generation attributable to direct access. For other months, PacifiCorp will 
not apply the market adjustment to the net generation increase but will value it at cost. 

 
IV. APPLICABLE LAW 

 
ORS 757.210 establishes the applicable standard and burden of proof. It provides that, in 
a rate case, “the utility shall bear the burden of showing that the rate or schedule of rates 
proposed to be established or increased or changed is fair, just and reasonable.” Thus, 
PacifiCorp must submit evidence showing that its proposed rates, including the terms and 
conditions of service, are just and reasonable. The Commission must also determine that 
stipulations result in just and reasonable rates; the parties to that stipulation have the 
burden of making that demonstration. 
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V. OPPOSITION TO THE STIPULATION 
 
A. Positions of the Parties 

 
AWEC opposes the Stipulation, arguing that the Stipulating Parties have failed to meet 
their burden to demonstrate that the terms of the Stipulation are just and reasonable. In 
particular, AWEC points to a change that PacifiCorp made to its DA/RT modeling in its 
reply testimony that it characterized as a correction. That change was purportedly to 
remove unsupported artificial arbitrage revenue from the DA/RT volume component and 
increased net power costs by $61 million, company-wide. AWEC takes issue with the 
characterization of this change as a correction and states that the TAM Guidelines are 
clear that methodological changes in a stand-alone TAM filing are only allowed in the 
Initial Filing. AWEC points as well to Staff’s Rebuttal Testimony where it characterizes 
the change as a “change to the modeling that should not have been labeled as a 
correction.”2 

AWEC states that the value of this issue to Oregon ratepayers is approximately 
$17.5 million, and thus that it “overwhelms the ‘unspecified’ adjustment of $13 million” 
in the Stipulation.3 AWEC continues that the give and take process in settlement “does 
not obviate the requirement of the Stipulating Parties’ obligation to ‘present evidence that 
the stipulation is in accord with the public interest, and results in just and reasonable 
rates.’”4 

AWEC also cites Staff’s opposition to using PacifiCorp’s “average of the averages” 
method to identify proposed market caps within the Aurora modeling system, which Staff 
Witness Dlouhy opposed in his testimony. AWEC states that “at best, the value of the 
market cap modeling approach is included within the $13 million ‘unspecified monetary 
adjustment’ though this inclusion would further dilute any value received for the DA/RT 
modeling change discussed above. At worst, Staff abandoned its advocacy for this 
Commission-approved modeling method entirely.”5 

The settling parties filed testimony arguing that black box settlements are a legitimate 
way to resolve contested cases and that the Commission reviews settlements on a holistic 
basis to determine whether they result in a just and reasonable rate and are in the public 
interest. Accordingly, the Commission “need not evaluate each individual adjustment, 
theory, or methodology proposed by the parties, but may review the reasonableness of the 
overall rates, recognizing that a stipulation may represent a compromise of different 

 
 
 
 

2 Staff/800, Jent/8 (emphasis in original). 
3 AWEC Response to Stipulating Parties Joint Brief at 10. 
4 Id. at 10 (quoting Order No. 22-129 at 17). 
5 Id. at 11. 
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positions.”6 In this case, they argue, there is voluminous evidence in the record to support 
the overall reasonableness of the rates that was filed over the course of this proceeding. 
The fact that the $13 million disallowance falls in the middle of the range of outcomes 
supported by parties in this proceeding it is “both reasonable and supported by substantial 
evidence.”7 

B. Resolution 
 
We find that the Stipulation is supported by substantial evidence and will result in just 
and reasonable rates and therefore we approve it. We agree with the stipulating parties 
that we have never required a demonstration that each individual rate component 
contained within a black box settlement is just and reasonable. As we stated in one such 
case: 

 
When considering a stipulation, we have the statutory duty to make an 
independent judgment as to whether any given settlement constitutes a 
reasonable resolution of the issues. We have recognized, however, that 
issues in a general rate case typically reflect judgments along a continuum 
of outcomes and can rarely be reduced to one ‘right’ number in any cost 
category. When considering a stipulation, therefore, we may evaluate the 
validity of the rates based on the reasonableness of the overall rates, not 
the theories or methodologies used or individual decisions made.8 

Indeed, black box stipulations are commonly employed as a means to resolve 
proceedings before the Commission, including in numerous past TAM proceedings.9 

Here, the stipulating parties agreed to a black box reduction of $13 million. Staff had 
quantified its adjustments in this proceeding as $31 million and supports the Stipulation 
as “within the scale of what Staff proposed.”10 The largest Staff adjustment—and one 
with which AWEC takes particular issue not being included in the Stipulation in its 
entirety—is $21.7 million related to a modeling change (Staff and intervenors’ view) or 

 
 

6 In the Matter of PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, 2012 Transition Adjustment Mechanism, Docket No. 
UE 227, Order No. 11-435 at 3 (Nov. 4, 2011) (internal citations omitted). 
7 Joint Stipulation Parties/100, McVee, Mitchell, Kim, Jenks, Higgins, Johnson/5. 
8 In the Matter of PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, Request for a General Rate Revision, Docket No. 
UE 210, Order No. 10-022 at 6 (Jan 26, 2010) (internal citations omitted). 
9 See In the Matter of PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, 2019 Transition Adjustment Mechanism, Docket No. 
UE 339, Order No. 18-421 at 1, Appendix A at 3 (Oct. 26, 2018) ($11.8 million unspecified adjustment); In 
the Matter of PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, 2020 Transition Adjustment Mechanism, Docket No. UE 356, 
Order No. 19-351 at 3 (Oct. 30, 2019) ($4.9 million unspecified monetary adjustment); In the Matter of 
PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, 2021 Transition Adjustment Mechanism, Docket No. UE 375, Order No. 
20-392 at 2 (Oct. 30, 2020) ($2.25 million unspecified monetary adjustment); In the Matter of PacifiCorp, 
dba Pacific Power, 2023 Transition Adjustment Mechanism, Docket No. UE 400, Order No. 22-389 at 3 
(Oct. 25, 2022) ($4.9 million unspecified monetary adjustment). 
10 Joint Stipulating Parties/100, McVee, Mitchell, Kim, Jenks, Higgins, Johnson/11. 
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an error correction (PacifiCorp’s view) in PacifiCorp’s reply testimony. In AWEC’s 
view, this is a straightforward violation of the TAM guidelines which prohibit modeling 
changes in updates. 

 
Staff testifies that the resolution of this issue, as well as the next largest issue regarding 
the method for establishing market caps, “would not have been decided on the 
appropriate application of well-established ratemaking principles, but on subjective 
questions of interpretation the Commission would have the discretion to resolve either 
way.”11 AWEC itself notes that the TAM guidelines do not define what constitutes a 
“modeling change” versus a “correction.”12 And PacifiCorp submitted testimony in this 
case maintaining that it was a correction because the model was functioning erroneously 
prior to the change.13 It also noted that “the entirety of the Company’s NPC forecast is a 
model so almost any correction can be considered a change to the model relative to the 
Initial Filing.”14 

Given this testimony and given our holistic review of the rates at issue, we find the 
$13 million black box reduction, combined with the $5.5 million reduction to account for 
removal of the Ozone Transport Rule costs, results in rates within the range of just and 
reasonable rates and therefore we approve the Stipulation. We note as well that 
PacifiCorp has agreed to host workshops on a variety of issues where some intervenors 
filed testimony stating more information would be useful before the Commission reaches 
a precedential decision, which will aid us in determining whether rates are in the range of 
just and reasonable rates going forward. Accordingly, the Stipulation is approved. 

 
VI. CONTESTED ISSUES 

 
There are two issues that are not addressed in the Stipulation. The first is the question of 
how to handle costs related to compliance with the Washington Climate Commitment 
Act. The second is resolution of Sierra Club’s proposals related to the Jim Bridger coal 
plant. 

 
A. Washington Climate Commitment Act Costs 

 
The Washington Climate Commitment Act (CCA) establishes regulatory requirements to 
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from generating plants in Washington. One 
component of the CCA, the Cap and Invest Program, “caps” emissions in the state of 

 
11 Joint Stipulation Parties/100, McVee, Mitchell, Kim, Jenks, Higgins, Johnson/12. 
12 AWEC Brief in Opposition at 3. 
13 PAC/800, Mitchell/22-23 (stating “[a] calculation that is designed to simulate costs associated with real- 
world trading inefficiencies but which produces substantial ($97 million) and unrealistic revenue is clearly 
producing an erroneous result.”). 
14 PAC/800, Mitchell/23. This testimony also notes a correction PacifiCorp included in its Reply Update 
that constituted a modeling change to more accurately reflect “thermal generation marginal costs” and 
which decreased net power costs by $75 million company-wide. 
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Washington. The Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) then distributes 
emissions allowances to entities that, like PacifiCorp, are subject to the Clean Energy 
Transformation Act (CETA); a compliance instrument like an allowance is required for 
every metric ton of carbon dioxide a facility emits. 

 
PacifiCorp owns and operates the natural gas Chehalis generating facility, which emits 
substantial amounts of carbon dioxide and for which it is required to retire allowances. 
The Company also receives no-cost allowances from Ecology, which it has been directed 
by Ecology to allocate only to Washington state retail customers. Therefore, Oregon 
customers are paying for the costs of complying with the Washington CCA but not 
receiving a share of the allowances that Washington customers receive to mitigate the 
costs of that compliance. 

 
1. Positions of the Parties 

 
Both Staff and AWEC object to inclusion of PacifiCorp’s CCA compliance costs in 
Oregon rates, arguing that PacifiCorp should not be able to recover the costs of 
compliance with the CCA when it is receiving allowances that are only allocated to 
Washington customers. AWEC argues that this constitutes a violation of the dormant 
commerce clause of the Constitution. Staff argues that PacifiCorp is violating the Multi- 
State Process (MSP) that the Commission has approved to govern cost-allocation 
between PacifiCorp’s different jurisdictions. 

 
AWEC argues that consistent with the dormant commerce clause of the Constitution, 
courts have held that states may generally not adopt or enforce laws that discriminate 
against out-of-state entities on their face, in their purpose, or in their practical effect, or 
which place a significant burden on interstate commerce that is “clearly excessive in 
relation to putative local benefits.”15 AWEC argues that the CCA is “facially 
discriminatory in that it explicitly favors in-state interests over out-of-state interests by 
providing free allowances to PacifiCorp for in-state emissions associated with its 
Washington retail load but allocates no free allowances for in-state emissions associated 
with retail load of other jurisdictions.”16 

PacifiCorp argues that dormant commerce clause claims are not properly before the 
Commission. PacifiCorp argues that Oregon administrative agencies can determine the 
constitutionality of statutes that they are charged with enforcing; but that they should not 
consider the constitutionality of statutes from another state that they have no jurisdiction 
over. PacifiCorp also states that this issue is already ripe for resolution in a Washington 
federal court.17 AWEC, however, argues that this is relevant to ratemaking because 

 

15 Rocky Mountain Farmers Union v. Corey, 730 F3d 1070, 1087 (9th Cir 2013). 
16 AWEC Opening Br. at 4. 
17 Invenergy Thermal LLC v. Watson, Case No. 3:22-cv-5967-BHS, Complaint at 4-5 (WD Wash 
Dec. 13, 2022). 
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PacifiCorp itself should have challenged the constitutionality of Ecology’s decision 
regarding allocation of the no-cost allowances instead of attempting to recover costs from 
Oregon customers in rates. 

 
Meanwhile, Staff argues that PacifiCorp’s recovery of costs from Oregon customers 
violates the MSP, and specifically that the Washington CCA is a state-specific initiative 
that must be recovered by Washington customers alone. Staff points to Section 3.1.2.1 of 
the MSP, which states: 

 
State-Specific Initiatives: Resources acquired in accordance with a State- 
specific initiative will be allocated and assigned on a situs basis to the 
State adopting the initiative. State-specific initiatives include, but are not 
limited to, the costs and benefits of incentive programs, net-metering 
tariffs, feed-in tariffs, capacity standard programs, solar subscription 
programs, electric vehicle programs, and the acquisition of renewable 
energy certificates. 

 
PacifiCorp argues that the CCA is actually a tax or that it constitutes generation-dispatch 
costs, both of which are properly allocated to all states that benefit from the generation in 
question. It cites the example of a tax on wind generation imposed by Wyoming, which 
Staff agrees is properly allocated among states receiving that wind power. In general, 
PacifiCorp cites to a variety of programs in its states, including Oregon, that are allocated 
across state lines, including the California Cap and Trade program that is in many ways 
similar to Washington’s program. Further, PacifiCorp argues that Oregon ratepayers are 
benefitting from the Chehalis plant and therefore should pay the costs of operating it, 
which includes the costs of complying with the Washington CCA. 

 
2. Resolution 

 
We agree with Staff that the costs of the Washington CCA should be situs assigned under 
the MSP. PacifiCorp’s argument to the contrary is overly formalistic—it argues that Staff 
improperly conflates CETA, a portfolio standard, with the CCA, not a portfolio standard. 
PacifiCorp does not address the interplay between the two statutes, and that interplay 
makes clear that the costs in question should be situs assigned. 

 
PacifiCorp’s testimony describes the operation of the CCA and CETA at some length. 
The CCA sets emissions targets (e.g., 95 percent below 1990 levels by 2050) and 
establishes an annually decreasing cap until that level is reached. Entities can buy, sell, 
and trade allowances with permitted CCA emissions that fall under the cap. The CCA 
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also calls for distribution of no-cost allowances specifically to utilities subject to CETA, 
like PacifiCorp.18 

The CCA requires that the Company demonstrate compliance by retiring GHG 
allowances for any GHG emissions from generators within the state, even when the 
energy is exported outside of Washington. For PacifiCorp, the only thermal generator 
within Washington is the Chehalis gas plant. Ecology has been clear that the allowances 
PacifiCorp receives for Chehalis must be distributed to Washington retail load alone. It 
stated that, “the plain language of the law and legislative intent is clear that the concept of 
cost burden relates to how the costs associated with covered emissions are passed on to 
customers in the State of Washington.”19 It continues that it recognizes the complication 
associated with protocols for regulated utilities serving multiple states, and that “[i]t is 
expected that those protocols will be applied through the existing means in the rule 
language, and that a Washington-specific allocation is possible.”20 

Moreover, the state has been specific about the link between CETA and the CCA. In 
federal district court litigation concerning the CCA, Ecology discussed the link between 
CETA and the CCA and the reasoning behind distributing no-cost allowances for the 
benefits of Washington retail customers: 

 
[T]he Clean Energy Transformation Act (CETA), requires utilities serving 
Washington customers to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions to neutral 
by 2030 and to zero by 2045. Critically, these requirements do not apply 
to generation for out-of-state customers. Thus, the function of the no cost 
allowances in the Climate Commitment Act is to avoid double-charging 
Washington customers for the costs of the energy transition to non- 
emitting generation.21 

As Staff points out in its brief, the provision of cost-free allowances phases out over time 
and sunsets in 2045, the same year that CETA requires Washington electric utilities to 
have phased out fossil fuel generators from their portfolios.22 

In short, while portions of the CCA might, if they existed in isolation, constitute a tax or 
could be characterized as generation-dispatch costs, the program viewed as a whole goes 
beyond this by providing cost-free allowances to Washington retail customers alone 

 
18 WAC 173-446-230(2)(a)-(b). 
19 State of Washington, Dep’t. of Ecology, Publication 22-02-046, Concise Explanatory Statement, Chapter 
173- 446 WAC Climate Commitment Act Program, (Sept. 2022), available at: 
https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/publications/documents/2202046.pdf. 
20 Id. 
21 Invenergy Thermal LLC, and Grays Harbor Energy LLC v. Laura Watson, in her official capacity as 
Director of the Washington State Department of Ecology, Defendant, (“Invenergy v. Ecology”) Defendant’s 
Motion to Dismiss, (Feb. 16, 2023), Western District of Washington Case No. 3:22-cv-05967 
22 RCW 70A.65.120(2)(d); RCW 19.405.010(2). 
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during the path to full CETA compliance in 2045. The end result is a program that 
implements a state-specific initiative by creating portfolio standards under CETA and 
then distributing allowances to CETA-obligated utilities under the CCA. The MSP is 
designed to isolate state-specific electricity policy costs like this one. The fact that 
Ecology itself stated in federal court that the purpose of the no-cost allowances was to 
avoid double-counting under CETA makes the connection to the portfolio standards 
particularly clear. 

 
We understand the position that this conclusion puts PacifiCorp in; and the Company was 
given guidance by Ecology stating that the no-cost allowances must be allocated only to 
Washington customers. Accordingly, PacifiCorp is faced with conflicting instructions 
about cost allocation. However, that does not mean that it becomes appropriate to charge 
Oregon retail customers for those costs instead. The remedy for this issue falls in the 
Washington legislature, in the courts, or in the MSP process. 

 
Because we agree with Staff that the costs of CCA compliance from which the interaction 
with CETA shields Washington customers should be situs-assigned under the MSP, we 
do not need to decide the merits of AWEC’s dormant commerce clause argument. 

 
B. Sierra Club Coal Issues 

 
The Jim Bridger coal plant is located in Wyoming. PacifiCorp files a Long Term Fuel 
Supply Plan for Jim Bridger with the Commission every two years, with its IRP. Sierra 
Club takes issue with the fuel supply plan that accompanied PacifiCorp’s latest IRP, 
which is at issue in this proceeding, and with PacifiCorp’s selection of a preferred 
operating scenario in that plan. 

 
1. Positions of the Parties 

 
Sierra Club argues that PacifiCorp should: (1) be directed to adopt Scenario 4 of its 
Long-Term Fuel Supply Plan as its Preferred Scenario instead of Scenarios 5 and 6; and 
(2) be directed to update its Long-Term Fuel Supply Plan every year instead of every 
other year. 

 
As to the first, PacifiCorp’s examined six scenarios, concluding that Scenarios 5 and 6 
were functionally equivalent: 
 
[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION] 
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[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION] 
 
Sierra Club argues that PacifiCorp’s analysis of the preferred scenarios contains 
significant errors and that it does not properly minimize Oregon’s reliance on high-cost 
Bridger coal. In particular, Sierra Club argues that PacifiCorp has independent incentives 
to avoid accelerated closure of the Bridger mine that could ultimately lead to Jim Bridger 
closing early due to the potential to make capital investments in the plant on which it can 
earn a return. It also argues that the cost differences between Scenarios 4 and 5/6 are de 
minimis after considering the flaws in PacifiCorp’s analysis that Sierra Club presented in 
its testimony, including inclusion of 2023 costs in the 2024 TAM, include unsupported 
cost assumptions that do not align with previous cost assumptions, and an unexplained 
increase in “other generation” in Scenarios 5/6 over Scenario 4. 

 
Finally, Sierra Club notes that a significant amount of the differential between Scenarios 
5/6 and Scenario 4 are post-2024 benefits, which it believes should be given reduced 
weight when the prudence of the 2023 TAM is considered. Ultimately, when only 2024 
benefits are taken into account, Sierra Club argues that the differential between Scenarios 
5/6 and Scenario 4 is entirely attributable to increased wholesale sales. Sierra Club notes 
that these sales may not materialize. Sierra Club thus “questions the prudency of 
encouraging PacifiCorp to produce more coal generation for off-system sales when 
Oregon is seeking to curb its own greenhouse gas emissions and eliminate coal from 
rates.”23 

As to the second issue, Sierra Club argues that yearly updates are needed to the Long- 
Term Fuel Supply Plan due to the volatile and changing conditions in the energy markets 
and the fact that “a prudent utility continuously evaluates whether its current investments 
make the most economic sense for ratepayers.”24 

PacifiCorp opposes both recommendations. First, it argues that it properly included 
2023 costs in its analysis since that was the first year of the planning horizon and that that 
contributes a minimal amount to the difference between scenarios. Second, it argues that 
the difference in “other generation” is due to [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION]  

 
23 Sierra Club Opening Brief at 10. 
24 Id. at 11. 
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 [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION] Finally, it argues that Sierra Club’s other arguments about the cost 
differential between scenarios are speculative and unsupported. 
 
PacifiCorp also opposes filing an annual fuel plan, stating that it would be impractical to 
prepare an annual plan given that the plan covers multiple years and requires large-scale 
analysis. It also says that it is reasonable to time the fuel plans with the IRP because the 
IRP relies on data developed for the fuel plan, and the fuel plan relies upon the resource 
mix in the preferred portfolio from the IRP filing. 

 
2. Resolution 

 
We are not persuaded that PacifiCorp should be ordered to adopt Scenario 4 instead of 
Scenarios 5/6. First, we do not consider the cost differential between the two scenarios to 
be de minimis. While Sierra Club did point to potential errors in PacifiCorp’s cost 
analysis, we find that PacifiCorp generally had satisfactory answers regarding the 
discrepancies—or that they were not of a magnitude to change the relative cost 
effectiveness of Scenario 4 vs. Scenarios 5/6. For example, Sierra Club points to a 
decrease in the cost of BCC incremental coal in 2027 and 2028. PacifiCorp explains that 
[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION]  

 
[END HIGHLY 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION] Separately, Sierra Club points to the fact that 
Scenarios 5/6 have higher “other” generation totals than Scenario 4, even though Jim 
Bridger is also operating more in Scenarios 5/6. PacifiCorp explains that this is related to 
its use of its coal stockpile. At any rate, Sierra Club does not quantify the magnitude of 
the error and it is not clear to us that it is sufficient to significantly narrow the gap 
between Scenario 4 and Scenarios 5/6. 

 
Second, we believe PacifiCorp reasonably explained at hearing the need for more 
flexibility. In Scenarios 5/6, the Bridger mine will [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION]  

 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION]. This increase in flexibility is an 
appropriate way to handle operations. To be clear, [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION]  

 
 [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL 

INFORMATION] The benefit of having an owned mine with no minimum take is to 
allow PacifiCorp the flexibility to respond to market conditions, and we expect 
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PacifiCorp to take advantage of that flexibility as appropriate given its reclamation 
obligations. 

 
Finally, Sierra Club argues that the Jim Bridger Long Term Fuel Plan should be filed 
annually rather than biannually. We disagree that conditions are so volatile as to require 
annual updates and instead direct PacifiCorp to continue filing the biannual Long Term 
Fuel Plan with its IRP—that is, at the front end of the IRP process. 

 
VII. ORDER 

 
1. The Stipulation between PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power; Staff of the Public Utility 

Commission of Oregon; the Oregon Citizens’ Utility Board; Calpine Energy 
Solutions, LLC; Klamath Water Users Association; and Vitesse, LLC, attached as 
Appendix A, is adopted. 

 
2. Advice No. 23-008 is permanently suspended. 

 
3. PacifiCorp, dba Pacific Power, must update its net power costs to reflect the 

changes adopted in this order to establish its Transition Adjustment Mechanism 
net power costs for calendar year 2024 and file its tariffs to be effective January 1, 
2024. 

 
 
Made, entered, and effective  . 

 
 

  
Megan W. Decker 

Chair 
Letha Tawney 
Commissioner 

 

 
 
A party may request rehearing or reconsideration of this order under ORS 756.561. A 
request for rehearing or reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days 
of the date of service of this order. The request must comply with the requirements in 
OAR 860-001-0720. A copy of the request must also be served on each party to the 
proceedings as provided in OAR 860-001-0180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing 
a petition for review with the Court of Appeals in compliance with ORS 183.480 through 
183.484. 
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